TOFT Pandora
Price: £4,000.00 (excl VAT)
Sire: UKBAS16380 - Radbourne Solstice
Dam: UKBAS01669 - TOFT Pearl
Type: Pregnant Female (Pregnant)
Breed Type: Suri
Colour: Dark Brown (Solid Colour)
Registered With: British Alpaca Society
UKBAS27640
Blood Lineage: Peruvian/Chilean
Date of Birth: 26th June 2015
IAR/12379 - Peruvian Conquistador
UKBAS00918 - Andean Legacy of I-Spy
IAR/29390 - Windsong Valley Andean
Jewel

UKBAS16380 - Radbourne Solstice
(Medium Brown (Solid Colour) - Suri)

UKATABASM0101 - Valdivia of Atlantic
UKBAS02070 - Atlantic Cupcake
UKBAS00365 - Atlantic Anwen

TOFT Pandora
Dark Brown (Solid Colour) - Suri

Peruvian Male
UKACCBAS00009 - Accoyo Bulleyman
Peruvian Female Import
UKBAS01669 - TOFT Pearl
(White (Solid Colour) - Suri)

Unknown
UKTOFBAS00024 - Toft Snow Crystal
UKTOFBAS00019 - TOFT Snowqueen

Description:
TOFT Pandora is a beautifully conformed dark brown suri female exhibiting a fine uniform lustrous fleece. She is
scanned pregnant for 2019 to our dark brown Suri Stud Pinkney Bollinger.
Last year 2019 she gave birth to the lovely TOFT Ayala, a beautiful dark brown female to the same pairing. We expect
no less for her next one.
TOFT Alpaca Stud We aspire to the highest standards of alpaca welfare and husbandry. The TOFT herd is virtually run as a closed herd,
and we maintain strict biosecurity regimes at all times. We have on-farm quarantine facilities for visiting alpacas and
provide 24/7 support to all our clients. TOFT aspire to help you fulfill your own alpaca dream, whatever that may be.
We sell?
? Huacayas and Suris in all colours.
? Pregnant females mated to TOFT Stud males.
? 'Elite' show and breeding stock.
? Pet and Gaurd alpacas of all ages and colours.

We offer?
? On farm stud services.
? Off farm mobile stud services.
? Stud males for lease.
? Proven stud males for sale.
? Potential stud males for sale.
We only sell pedigree registered stock with proven genetics.
We have selected the very best of alpaca genetics to create our herd. We are both BAS judges with 20 yrs experience in
alpaca breeding ? why not let our experience be the platform for your success?
*Discounts available for multiple purchases
*Tailored packages available on request
Name of covering male: Pinkney Bollinger (Dark Brown)
Last Mating Date: 18th July 2019
Estimated Date Cria Due (Pregnant Female): 18th June 2020
Number of Crias bred from female: 2
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